Your congregation’s support of CWS equips families worldwide with the tools that they need to build brighter futures – often literally. Here are some examples:

**Home Construction in Haiti**
When Hannanne’s mud-and-rock house was destroyed in a storm, congregations like yours offered strength. Your support means Hannanne’s family - and others like them - can trust their new homes to stand firmly against future storms. “My house has rebar, it has cement, it has a tin roof, it has sand. That is a big difference,” Hannanne observes. “From the moment they built this for us, it has been very useful for us. We give them thanks, even though we don’t see them physically, but in spirit we give them a big thanks.”

**Clean Water in Vietnam**
In rural Vietnam and across southeast Asia, it is common for people to use fields, bushes and streams as their bathrooms. That’s why CWS is teaming up with the Khun Pong village kindergarten to change this situation for young children. In September 2018, CWS began supporting latrine and water supply improvements at the school. Since then, the students have had an exciting time experiencing sanitary latrines and clean water taps...and how these conveniences lead to better sanitation and better health. With your support, families here are changing their lives for the better.

**Moldova/Georgia**
You reached 1,784 children with locally-produced solar systems that provide a low-cost source of hot water for school bathrooms and kitchens.

**Vietnam**
Over 8,700 people are now using new or improved latrines thanks to congregations like yours! Not only that, but families are learning how to build and fix these latrines so that it’s a long-term investment.

**Kenya**
When the Tana River Valley flooded, 300,000 people were displaced from their homes. Your support equipped these families with mobile toilets, water tanks and the rebuilding they need to get back home.

**Argentina**
In one of the driest regions of South America, your congregation’s gifts help communities capture and store rainwater. Rainwater storage capacity in the region has been expanded by a million liters!

**Myanmar**
Through CWS Tools, your congregation links to nearly 12,000 people in Myanmar who need clean water and basic resources like food. Your gifts help build elevated hand pump platforms for these communities, which ensure access to clean, safe water even in the rainy season when flooding is common.

**Haiti**
You teamed up with 109 families - over 630 people - to build safe and sturdy houses that will last for decades to come.